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sweep. If H& has an appropriate value for methyl
alcohol (CHeOH), one observes weak lines due succes-
sively to OH and CH3 protons as the large field Ho is
linearly increased. When the sweep direction is reversed,
the Cl& line becomes more intense, but the OH line
does not appear. This is shown in Fig. 1, in which the
field sweep is reversed during the trace. One observes a
gradual emergence of the OH line as the value of HI is
reduced. At low H~ values, the traces in the two sweep
directions are essentially identical. Similar behavior has
been observed for other molecules.

The initial nonappearance of the OH line when
another had first been traversed suggests transfer of
spin energy between nuclei having nearly identical
resonant fmld values. We suggest the Ir I& interaction'
between protons 1 and 2 would be modulated at the
I armor frequency when resonant conditions are satis-
fied for proton 1. This would tend toward equalization
of the population of the spin levels of proton 2. At low

H~ values this effect would not be noticed.
It is a pleasure to acknowledge helpful discussions

with H. C. Torrey, R. Norberg, H. S. Gutowsky, and
T. M. Sanders. Figure 1 was made by Fricis Dravnieks.

*This research was supported in part by the United States Air
Force through the Ofhce of Scientific Research of the Air Research
and Development Command.

' N. F. Ramsey and E. M. Purcell, Phys. Rev. SS, 143 (1952).

expected, assuming a geometric interaction cross sec-
tion for antiprotons in copper. It has now been found'
that the cross section in copper is about twice geometric,
which explains this low yield.

In view of this result a new irradiation was planned
in which (1) no absorbing material preceded the stack,
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'HE existence of antiprotons has recently been
demonstrated at the Berkeley Bevatron by a

counter experiment. ' The antiprotons were found among
the momentum-analyzed (1190 Mev/c) negative parti-
cles emitted by a copper target bombarded by 6.2-8ev
protons. Concurrently with the counter experiment,

. stacks of nuclear emulsions were exposed in the beam.
adjusted to accept 1090-Mev/c negative particles in an
experiment designed to observe the properties of anti-
protons when coming to rest. This required a 132-g/cm'
copper absorber to slow down the antiprotons sufIi-
ciently to stop them in the emulsion stack. Only one
antiproton was found' in stacks in which seven were

(2) the range of the antiprotons ended in the stack, and

(3) antiprotons and mesons were easily distinguishable

by grain density at the entrance of the stack. . In order
to achieve these three results it was necessary to select
antiprotons of lower momentum, even if these should be
admixed with a larger number of m than at higher
momenta.

In the present experiment we exposed a stack. in the
same beam used previously, adjusted for a momentum

of 700 Mev/c instead of 1090 Mev/c. Since the previous
work' had indicated that the most troublesome back-
ground was due to ordinary protons, the particles were

also passed through a clearing magnetic field just prior
to their entrance into the emulsion stacks. The clearing
magnet (M,) had 8=9900 gauss, circular pole faces
of diameter 76 cm, and a gap of 18 cm, so particles
scattered from the pole faces of the clearing magnet
could be ignored on the basis of their large dip angle in

the emulsions. With this arrangement we have achieved
conditions in which the negative particles enter the
emulsions at a well-defined angle, and extremely few

positive particles enter the emulsions within the same
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TABLE II. Measurements and data on the eight prongs of the P star shown in Fig. 2.

Track
number

Range
mm

Number
of plates
traversed

Dip
angle

Projected
angle

PP
Mev/c

Ionization
g/go Identity

&kin
Mev

Total
energy

Mev

0.59
27.9

&50
& 14.2

6.2
9.5

18.6
&22.3

2
11
81
16
3

15
30
16

—56.5'
+6.5'

—73.5'
+53'
+40

—63.5'
—83.5'
+33'

103'
61.5'
14.5'

318.5'
305.5'
281'
255'
163' 190~30

1.10~0.04

p(~) 18
7r 43 183

174a40 314a40
p(P) 70+5 78&5
m+ 30~6 170&6
T(?) 82 98

34 174
m. (P) 125~25 265~25

Total visible energy': 1300&50 Mev
For momentum balance: &)100 Mev
Total energy release: ~&1400~50 Mev

a To obtain the minimum possible value of the visible energy release, still consistent with our observations, one has to make the very unlikely assump-
tions about the identity of tracks 3, 6, 7, and 8: that tracks 3 and 8 are due to electrons, track 6 to a proton, and track 7 to a p, meson. The total visible
energy release in this case becomes 1084&55 Mev. To this must be added at least 50 Mev to balance momentum, bringing the total energy release to
)1134&55 Mev.

The observations do not allow us to rule out the
possibility that tracks 3 and 8 are due to electrons. It is,
however, very unlikely that a fast electron could travel
50 mm (1.7 radiation lengths) in the emulsion (as does
track 3) without a great loss of energy due to brems-
strahlung. The energy (particle 3) deduced from the
measured pP(E= 250 Mev) must be considered a lower
limit.

In Table II, the pertinent data on the eight prongs are
summarized. The last column gives the total visible
energy per particle (Ek;„+8-Mev binding energy
per nucleon, or Eq;„+140-Mev rest energy per s-

meson) for the most probable assignments as dis-
cussed above. The total visible energy is 1300~50 Mev,
and the momentum unbalance is 750 Mev/c. To bal-
ance momentum, an energy of at least 100 Mev is
required in neutral particles (i.e., about 5 neutrons with
parallel and equal momenta), which brings the lower
limit for the observed energy release to 1400&50 Mev.

However, as some of the identity assignments to the
star prongs are not certain, we have also computed the
energy release for the extreme and very unlikely as-
signments, given at the foot of Table II, which are
chosen to give the minimum energy release. In this
case the total visible energy is 1084+55 Mev and the
resultant momentum is 380 Mev/c, which to be bal-
anced requires at least 50 Mev in neutral particles (three
or four neutrons). In this unrealistic case the lower limit
for the observed energy release is 1134+55 Mev,
which still exceeds the rest energy of the incoming
particle by about three standard deviations.

We conclude that the observations made on this
reaction constitute a conclusive proof that we are deal-
ing with the antiparticle of the proton.

A second important observation is the high multi-
plicity of charged s. mesons (one x+, two s. , and two
s- mesons with unknown charge). The fact that so many
x mesons escaped from the nucleus where the anni-
hilation took place, together with the low number of
heavy particles emitted (three), may indicate that the
struck nucleus was one of the light nuclei of the emul-

sion (C, N, 0). Two of the outgoing heavy prongs
carried rather high energies (70 Mev for the proton,
82 Mev for the triton), and they may have resulted
from the reabsorption of another two x mesons.

We are greatly indebted to the Bevatron crew for
their assistence in carrying out the exposure. YVe also
wish to thank Mr. J.E.Lannutti for help with measure-
ments and the analysis of the event.
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'~'NERGIES of first excited states in even-even
& nuclei plotted Mrsgs the neutron number lie on

a rather smooth curve. ' There are peaks at magic
numbers and dips between them; in some of the valleys
rotational levels occur, presumably of collective motion.
At or near peaks there is evidence for the shell model
interpretation of these J= 2 states as due to particle
excitation. This approach is particularly simple when-
ever there are only two nucleons outside (or missing




